Magnetic behavior of the system with a helical spin structure is studied. Hubbard's Hamiltonian is transformed using new operators which indicate that the spin quantization axis at each lattice site is canted with an order of the helical spin configuration.
The band theory of antiferromagnetism has started from the concept of the itinerant two-sublattice model. This model was suggested by Slater
1
) and formulated by Matsubara.
>
They have also conjectured the antiferromagnetic superlattice structure. Des Cloizeaux 8 > also treated the same problem using the method of the canonical transformation. On the other hand, .Overhauser 4 ) has proposed a new concept of "Spin Density Wave" state which can be a lower ground state than. the ferromagnetic state in the Hartree-Fock. approximation. A model structure of the itinerant antiferromagnet has been proposed by Lomer 5 > from the knowledge of the band calculations, which is known as the Lomer model.
Since then, the SDW states have been discussed by several authors, 6 >~9> and it has been shown that they cannot be a stable ground state within the real metallic density of the electron gas model even if the dynamical screening effect IS taken into account. Nowadays, we know that the electron spin system in the real metals such as Cr, Mn and heavy rare earth metals 10 ) have sinusoidal and helical structures. Particularly the structure of the Fermi surface is essential for the sinusoidal spin ordering in Cr. 5 
>'
8 >' 9 ),ll) Now, it is well known that the spin-wave dispersion relation in the Reisen~ berg model is proportional to q 2 in the ferromagnets and proportional tg q in th(} antiferromagnets. 12 ) In the itinerant electron model, on the other hand, only the ferromagnetic spin wave spectrum has been established, by Herring and KitteP 3 ) phenomenologically, and by Izuyama, Kim and Kubo 14 ) by use of the linear response function. There is, however, little knowledge 15 ) about the dispersion relation of spin waves in the antiferromagnets, although we know physically that it has a q-linear form o~ing to the spin density fluctuation.
It is the purpose of this paper to derive a form of the q-linear spin wave spectrum in the random phase approximation using a simple helical spin modeP 6 ) and to discuss the important mechanism for the antiferromagnetic character. We start from the tight binding Hamiltonian, the so-called Hubbard Hamiltonian/
)
but do not use the correlation approximation; the Hartree-F ock approximation is used throughout this paper. Then we introduce new operators which express that the spin-quantization axis at each lattice site is canted with an order of the helical spin configuration. We call this model the simple helical spin model, which connects between the ferromagnetic state (0 = 0) and a simple collinear antiferromagnetic state (O=n/a) by one parameter 0 which is the wave vector of the helical spin density wave. Important terms appear in the kinetic part by the canting of the spin quantization axis. It is the transfer terms between antiparallel spin sites. It will be shown that the terms bring forth' the same physical meaning as the kinetic exchange of Anderson 18 ) when they and the intra-atomic coulomb repulsion are combined. It is by this terms that the system can be the antiferromagnetic state.
In § 2, we define new operators and transform the short range interaction Hamiltonian using the operators. The dynamical susceptibility starts from the well-known Kubo formula 19 ) and its formulation is given.
In § 3, the decoupling scheme for an equation of motion of the two-particle double-time Green function is developed and the dynamical susceptibility is obtained.
In § 4, a collective excitation spectrum is derived from the zero of the inverse dynamical susceptibility, both in the large gap parameter (narrow band) approximation and in the ·small gap parameter (wide band) approximation. The last section is devoted to a discussion of the result and to a consideration of the energy spectrum. § 2. General formulation for helical spin system
We employ the Hamiltonian that has been used by Hubbard The first term in Eq. ( 4) indicates the hopping of parallel spin sites and the second term the hopping of antiparallel spin sites. This second term is essential for the itinerant antiferromagnetism. This term is effective as the virtual process and gives an antiferromagnetic effect in the second order perturbation like Anderson's kinetic superexchange. The Hamiltonian (4) will be understood as being analogous to the band theory of the two-sub-lattice model m; two-l.>&nd model.
Next we shall consider the interaction part of the Hamiltonian (1). The intra-atomic electron interaction Hint is physically invariant under the local spm rotation. (6) About this physical argument, we refer to the description of Alexander and Horwitz. 16 ) Now using the Hamiltonians (4) and (6), we calculate the dynamical susceptibility but consider the case of a simple helical spin arrangement (() = rc/2) for the mathematical simplification. The simplification will not loose the generality of the itinerant antiferromagnetism.
The Hamiltonian takes the following form in this case :
(8)
In the ferromagnetic case Q=O, so that EP(k, 0) =e(k), Ea(k, 0) =0, the Hamiltonian (7) goes back to Hubbard's Hamiltonian. The transverse dynamical susceptibility starts from the well-known Kubo formula. 19 ) X-+(q, w) = (YfJ.B) 2 ((S_(q); S+( -q))).,,
The double bracket ((A; B))., is the double-time Green function. 21 )
The equation of motion is given as follows:
(10)
In this place, we shall define 4 two-patricle Green functions (r; = -1),
and the Fourier transformation of the Green function.
Using Eqs. (11), (13) and (14), the dynamical susceptibility is written as follows:
From Eq. (12) the following equation of motion is obtained:
where ((c'f_cHnJ-; ))., is the simplification of ((c[_cf+nJ-; S 0 +)).,.
Now we truncate this hierarchy equation, but still there is no definite method of decoupling approximation, so that we shall describe in the next section how to adopt the physical principle. § 3. Decoupling scheme and coupled matrix equation
The decoupling method of the double-time Green function has been discussed m many problems, such as s-d problem and other magnetic problems, but has not been established, so that we must use some physical approximations and selfconsistent conditions. However, in some restricted problems, we can use the well-established approximation of decoupling, for example the Hartree-Fock approximation for the equation of motion of .the one-particle Green function, and the Random-Phase approximation for that of the two-particle Green function. We employ the RP A as follows.
The following decoupling scheme is used so that the solution in Q~O Is m accord with the RPA ferromagnetic susceptibility derived by lzuyama, Kim and Kubo.
14 > ((c[_cf+nf-; ) )., = <n:~_)((c't_cf+; ))., -<c[_c 1 _)((cj_cH; )), . (17) In this decoupling procedure, we neglected two terms, i.e.
and
We shall prove in fact in § 5 that the factor <cf-cJ+) of the latter term is zero in the Hartree-Fock approximation. Physically the ensemble average of cross term of electron wave functions with antiparallel spins in the same lattice site will be rejected by the Pauli principle. The factor <ct_cJ+) of the former term can be also neglected in this stage because the factor is purely imaginary (rf. section 5), so that it will give a damping effect.
The decoupling scheme (17) which remain only. the weight factor of the parallel electron spins, will be completely good in the ferromagnetism but will also be good in the antiferromagnetism because the mechanism of the kinetic superexchange is directly taken into account as a result of the virtual process of antiparallel spin site hoppings.
It is usually known in the localized model that the RP A decoupling is to ignore the fluctuation of Siz around its statistical average S and gives the first frequency moment correctly. Whether the approximation (17) corresponds to the above physical situation is not definite. Equation (16) goes to a following closed form as a result of the approximation (17) :
We assume that <ni 11 ) does not depend on the site index. Putting Eq. (18) into the Fourier transform,
Green functions GJ:~q,k (<1 = +, -) appear in the equation of motion of the Green function Gktq,k· Making the equation of motion of Gk+q.k and GJ:~q.k' we obtain the coupled matrix equation as follows:
where
t"fhe quantity g is the gap parameter (see § 5) and implies under the condition v~o (T<T N) that there exist an antiferromagnetic structure or helical spin ~t:p,1ctvre~ ~~ a re~mlt of the splitting of the eners-y-band, Constant terms &rt: ! given as follows:
C3=C4=0.
Here we write a solution of Eq. (20),
and Dk+q,k and NJ:tq,k are given from simple calculation of the determinant.
Dk+q,k(T) =T
Now we define the two functions
Summing up both sides of Eq. (24) with k, we obtain the following equation:
The same is done for the solution GJ:+q,k = Na-/ D (T) and the following coupled equations are obtained:
Equation (29) can be easily solved, and finally the dynamical susceptibility is ob. tained.
We shall examine the ferromagnetic limit (Q = 0). When Q is equal to zero, EP (k, 0) and Ea (k, O) are equal to s (k) and 0 respectively, so that raa (q, 0, w)
where the notation c 6 (k)=c(k)-J<n 6 )Tt: and the difinitions (21) and (22) are used. The dynamical susceptibility is identical with the result which was derived by Izuyama, Kim and Kubo.
J.r_+ (q, w) X-+(q,O,w)= 1-I·T-+(q,w).
In the next section the collective excitation spectrum will be derived from Eq. (32). · § 4. Collective excitation spectrum It is well known that a pole of the response function will indicate a thermodynamic instability. The collective excitation spectrum of the heiical spin system is expressed as poles of the susceptibility (32). When the frequency spectral of the collective mode has negative sign, the system will become unstable and will raise a phase transition.
We shall investigate the zero of x=~ (q, Q, w) = 0.
Rearranging the above equation,
and substituting the definition (27), (28), (30), (31) into Eq. (33), we derive the following relations : (Case II) The small gap parameter (wide band) approximation.
[
This condition means Q~O. In the denominator and numerator in the bracket of Eq. (34), terms with the gap parameter g are only kept,
and we obtain
From this equation, the q 2 spin wave dispersion is obtained following the same way as Izuyama, Kim and Kubo. 
At this stage, we divide this case into further two.
The result of this case is the same as the case [I-a].
In this case the system will be antiferromagnetic, because the effect of the kinetic exchange is large. Equation (36) may be approximated as follows:
so that we obtain the following equations:
r pl ra2 " (21), we obtain the following equation:
where and Finally, the sound-like spin wave dispersion relation is obtained.
The q-linear spin wave dispersion comes physically from the spin density fluctuation. It also shows that the system is antiferromagnetic under the condition of the large correlation. Notice is that f~crr = (c 11 *crr)k is the mean density but is not always the simple distribution function. The mean density (c(J *crr)k is determined self-consistently from the calculation of the energy spectrum.
This expression (39) is very similar to the equation of the fe'rromagnetic spin wave dispersion relation (35). It should be noticed that the spin wave spectrum (38) does not include the magnetic moment directly.
I-c] [Ea(k+q) ±Ea(k)]>g>T
The condition gives the same result (38) as the case [I-b (ii)].
II-a] [Ea(k+ q) ±Ea(k)] >T>g
In this case, the antiparallel spin site hoppings are very effective, and Eq. (34) is written as follows:
The equations are obtained as follows. It should be noticed that the same antiferromagnetic spin wave spectrum is obtained both in the narrow-and wide-band limit. This is due to th~ assumption of a small gT factor. When the correlation strength I is large in the narrowband limit, we assume that T is very small, while T may be of the order of the band width in the wide-band limit, we assume that g is very small. Consequently, it seems that the smallness of the product gT will be a criterion for the antiferromagnetism.
II-b] T> [Ea(k+q) ±Ea(k)] >g
The physical situation is complicated in this case. Contrary to the usual conjecture, the system may be ferromagnetic but it is not definite whether the system is a stable state. The discussion of the damping effects may be necessary in this case, which will be discussed in somewhere else.
Before closing of this section, we shall discuss the result of q-linear spin wave spectrum. RajagopaP 5 ) has derived a collective excitation spectrum in the "Spin Density Wave" state using a Bogoliubov transformation method just as for the superconductivity theory. Energy spectrum is naturally the HartreeFock spectrum and energy gap is determined consistently from the gap equation. Within the formulation, he derived transverse oscillations of the antiferromagnetic spin wave character as well as longitudinal oscillations of the plasma type, following Martin's conjecture. But the transverse dispersion relation does not reduce to a correct form in . the ferromagnetic limit as he has noticed. The mechanism which gives the antiferromagnetic character is not also clear.
Our formalism of the susceptibility also depends on the random phase approximation and the density (cff *crr)k is determined in the Hartree-Fock approximation in accord with the RP A, but the connection to the ferromagnetic case is distinct.
In the following section, however, the two parameters (cff *cff)Tc and g are determined in the Hartree-Fock approximation. (cff *cff)Tc is the addition of (cff *cff)~pper band and (ca *cff)1ower band and is not a simple distribution function as in the usual Hartree-Fock approximation. § 5. Discussion and energy spectrum
In the last section, the spin wave spectrum has been derived in the case of strong and weak correlation strength. In these equation we do not discuss anything about the mean density of spin (J (ca*cff)Tc and the gap parameter g=lfl.. The mean density appears in the first term of the equation of motion of spin fluctuation. The Neel point is determined from the gap equation for g. Therefore we must determine the energy spectrum in some way and derive a state density and energy gaps self-consistently from the energy spectrum.
We can use the one-particle double-time Green function for this purpose. This is useful for the spectrum theorem, which gives the density distribution and self-consistent conditions. Morris and Conwell 16 > have already calculated the Green function and showed the energy spectrum and some computor calculation of thermodynamic quantities. The energy spectrum of the Hartree-Fock approximation is given as follows:
where g =lfl..
Using the solution of the Green function and spectrum theorem, we obtain the well-known gap equation (41) where
The mean density of each spin can be written as follows:
As is described in the foregoing section, the mean density of spin is not a simple distribution function, but the addition (c+ *c+)kPP + (c_ *c_)kPP is an upper-band distribution function jkupp.
We also obtain an ensemble average of the cross term from the spectrum theorem as follows : The same type of the gap equation has been derived also in analogy to the superconductivity, i.e. from the application of the anomalous Green function in one-band model by Overhauser 4 > who has first introduced the concept of "Spin Density Wave" state, and in the two-band model > for the problem of Chromium. In a recent detail discussion by Shibatani, Mochizuki and Nagamiya, 9 > two kinds of gap equations have been investigated about three types of the SDW states; sinusoidal, helical and complete antiferromagnetic states. They have also shown that the gap para.. If we go beyond the Hartree-Fock energy spectrum and adopt the Hubbard correlation approximation, further two split energy spectra are ob~ained by the correlation. In that case of the energy spectra, we shall have to compare them with the result of the spin wave dispersion by Sakurai 22 > and Hubbard and Jain 23 ) in the ferromagnetic limit, and it will be necessary to go after the equation of motion of spin fluctuation without using the decoupling (17) . For this purpose, we shall have to be aquainted with the detail of the energy spectra. The study will be done in somewhere else and is necessary for the problem of the anti-ferromagnetic narrow bands.
